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Small Business Report with Joe Connolly. photo from Billy Joel's photographer on our Small Business Spotlight video
this week at WCBScom/Spotlight.

He delivered on-scene coverage from economic summits in Rome, Venice and Tokyo, a Mideast peace
conference in Madrid, nuclear arms negotiations between Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev in Iceland,
and Ronald Reagan's visit to Moscow in  He has received several awards, including an AP honor for best radio
reporting in Detroit. Joan and Bill have one son. Donna Wilson holds a B. In addition to leading the radio
network at Bloomberg, Michael enjoys training future broadcasters, occasionally teaching as an adjunct
professor at the City University of New York Graduate School of Journalism. Joan's father was the late news
and sports broadcaster Jack Doniger. New York Magazine once praised Joe for turning "routine business
stories" into "instructive stories. The programming shift was a gradual one just as it had been at WCBS, with
the stations running all-news most of the day while some local and network non-news programming remained
at first. Moon spent two decades at The Associated Press, reporting from all 50 states and far-reaching
international datelines. Prior to business news, Potisk covered major news events while working in local radio.
She has broken high-profile real estate stories including the GMAC foreclosure halt that signaled banks were
running into legal trouble processing their foreclosures. Michael enjoys spending time with his wife and three
sons in their New Jersey home. Potisk holds a B. Learn how and when to remove this template message By the
late s and early s, WCBS evolved into a Middle of the Road MOR music and personality format, which
included limited talk programming. She resides in Northern Virginia with her husband, Jim, and her two
daughters. He also anchored sportscasts for ABC. While at WCVB-Channel 5, he was a business reporter for
Channel 5 news and a producer and executive producer of the nightly news magazine "Chronicle," which was
awarded the Alfred I. His exclusive reporting of a remark by Barbara Bush, who suggested that the evacuees
were "better off," sparked a widespread backlash. Jeff Bellinger Jeff Bellinger spent about five years in music
radio until he made the transition to radio news. Ed is a semi-professional musician, has been involved in
theater, and designs web sites. Joan is thrilled to be able to put to practical daily use her double major in
journalism and economics from the University of Maryland. In addition to being a broadcast journalist, Alisa
has been an adjunct professor at Georgetown University, teaching Storytelling and Broadcast Journalism
classes. The station's chief meteorologist, Craig Allen , and its rush hour traffic reporter Tom Kaminski, have
both been with WCBS for over three decades and recorded a series of commercials together to that effect. He
described the disastrous launch of Challenger live and anchored six straight hours of special coverage. Bob
Moon Bob Moon joined Bloomberg in after serving 12 years as senior business correspondent and New York
bureau chief for public radio's Marketplace. He supervised the launch of Bloomberg Television, as well as
international Bloomberg channels in Europe and Asia. Her husband is radio news broadcaster Bill Vanko. He
worked in radio newsrooms in Toronto, Albany and Hartford before being hired by the Financial News
Network for the startup of a new business radio network. In addition to covering urban news, Donna also
reports on the stock market, financial, economic and education news. In contrast, the other CBS all-news
stations experienced success and stability with the format. Alisa earned a master's degree from the Medill
School of Journalism at Northwestern. He has covered the White House, politics and the Olympics. The
station is less tightly formatted than WINS, and formats at a half-hour cycle instead of a minute cycle. Tucker
also reported on events leading to the collapse of Bear Stearns. On weekends, anchors also alternate every
hour. Initially, the station ran news in the drive time periods but maintained an MOR format during the
midday and overnight hours, and within a couple of years, it ran all-news programming for much of the
broadcast day except for overnights. Moon covered national political campaigns and conventions over several
decades including George H.


